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Abstract

In 2002 and 2003, five government, scholastic, and in-
dustry research groups worked together to attempt the
AAAI Robot Challenge. In short, autonomous robots
are to attempt the roles of graduate students at the Amer-
ican Association of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) con-
ference. Two of the main thrusts of the Robot Challenge
are for robots to demonstrate autonomy and to interact
with people in natural and dynamic environments.
This paper focuses on the task of the robot finding its
way from the front door of the conference center to the
registration desk by asking for directions. Asking for
and following route directions in a partially known en-
vironment provides a rich testbed for interacting with an
autonomous system. This paper describes the task and
the environment, details the adjustable autonomy archi-
tecture implemented for the Robot Challenge, and com-
pares it against other approaches. It also presents the
problems encountered using this architecture, and sug-
gests further refinements.

Introduction
John Donne noted, “No man is an island, entire of it-
self” [2]. A situated robot should also have a rich so-
cial framework, interacting with people and other robots
who have crucial knowledge, senses, skills, and tools.
For many tasks, knowing how to interact with others is
as important as any task-specific skill.

The AAAI Robot Challenge is a multi-year challenge
problem aimed at spurring new research and the integra-
tion of existing robotics technologies. The Challenge
calls for a robot to play the role of a graduate student
at the AAAI Conference to: (1) find its way to the reg-
istration desk without any prior knowledge of the en-
vironment (e.g. a map); (2) wait in line and register by
interacting with a volunteer; (3) navigate using a map to
a room; (4) present a talk about itself; (5) “schmooze”
with other attendees; and (6) perform some volunteer-
ing task.
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In the first task of the AAAI Robot Challenge, the
robot finds its way from the front door through the con-
ference center to the registration desk. The robot can
either explore the environment blindly until stumbling
upon the desk; exploit environmental cues, such as
signs, to navigate reactively toward the desk; or ask for
and follow directions. Wandering blindly suggests the
robot will take an unnecessarily long path to the desk,
while following signs requires a carefully engineered
environment, with enough signs strategically placed to
keep attendees on track. Following verbal directions is
a flexible and general strategy for navigating to a known
goal in an unknown, populated environment.

Natural human interaction often requires participants
to adjust their degree of autonomy. In this paper, we ex-
amine the challenges of adapting a robot’s autonomy for
the task of navigating by following route directions ob-
tained by asking people for help when necessary. Next,
we present an autonomy framework to navigate using
route directions, as implemented for the robots GRACE
and GEORGE, participants in the Challenge in 2002 and
2003. GRACE and GEORGE are a cooperative effort
between Carnegie Mellon University, Naval Research
Laboratory, Metrica TRACLabs., Northwestern Univer-
sity, and Swarthmore College [9]. We compare this
approach with other autonomy frameworks and imple-
mentations. We conclude by discussing the autonomy-
related issues arising during the competitions.

Autonomy Challenges in the Route
Direction Task

Route Direction Task Description

Each Challenge robot enters the conference center with
one high-level goal and noa priori knowledge of the
environment. The robots’ final goal is to present a talk
at an indeterminate time, in an unknown room located
somewhere in an unexplored large-scale space. The
robots can follow a basic script to accomplish the Chal-
lenge: get to the registration desk by asking route di-
rections, stand in line, register, follow the map to the



specified room, and give the talk. However, robots must
adapt as the situation develops.

To get from the front door to the desk, robots may
rely on the expertise of others who have already learned
the environment. The robots are attempting to reach a
named destination goal (“the registration desk”). The
robots can autonomously find a person, ask for help in
finding the goal, and then follow the route directions
received.

The route direction dialogue may include a variety
of actions and descriptions. Table 1 shows some cate-
gories of route direction utterances with examples. Ac-
tion directives may steer low-level motion, guide larger-
grained actions, or provide a goal for high-level navi-
gation. Environmental descriptions may provide con-
text or verification by specifying features of a location,
or they may indirectly guide the robots toward the goal
by providing necessary information in a declarative, in-
stead of a imperative, form. Additionally, the robot may
ask for assistance with perceiving and affecting the en-
vironment. Finally, the route direction dialogue may
include queries and feedback about the direction fol-
lower’s knowledge, understanding, and capabilities.

Autonomy Challenges Highlighted by the
Route Direction Task
Asking for and following route directions brings up a
variety of autonomy issues. A route-direction following
agent must flexibly interact with others: it must han-
dle a variety of commands, tolerate neglect, and pro-
vide insight into its behavior. These aspects of the route
direction-following task make it a challenging testbed
for an autonomy architecture.

The robots must be able to adjust their autonomy
to deal with the different sorts of imperative directives
people may give. As noted in the last section, some ut-
terances exactly specify the path a robot is to follow,
while others leave the robot wide discretion in accom-
plishing a new high-level goal. In the middle are direc-
tives which constrain, but do not specify the movement
path, such as going to the end of a hallway. The chal-
lenge of dealing with commands at different levels of
representation and planning are needed for tasks such as
intelligent wheelchair control [3] as well as life-support
supervision [7].

An agent navigating by opportunistically requesting
route directions must tolerate neglect. Even when a
robot can find a person to ask for assistance, sometimes
the person will be too busy to respond. Other times,
the response will be incomprehensible. Therefore, the
agent must not rely solely on the kindness of strangers.
The robot should move in the general direction of the
goal, or at least explore new territory when it has no
valid route directions. While it wanders, it can look
for possible people to ask for help. The robot should
ask courteously, wait pleasantly for response, and dis-

Direction Types Examples
Low-level Actions “Turn right. Go forward

one meter.”
Medium-level Actions “Take the hallway to

your right.”
Explicit Destination “First, find the elevator.”
Implicit Destination “Take the elevator to the

second floor,” implying
getting to the elevator.

Contextual Description “There is a fountain on
your right.”

Directing Description “The desk is to your
left.”

Perceptual Help “Is this the fountain?”
“Can you point me to the
correct door?”

Action Help “Could you press the
button for the second
floor?”

Knowledge Query “Do you know where the
ballroom is?”

Correction “No, you mis-heard me.”
Summary “There are four turns

you need to make on
your way.”

Comprehension Feed-
back

“I don’t understand.”

Capability Feedback “I cannot take the stairs.
Is there an elevator?”

Table 1: Direction Types Categories and examples of
direction task utterances.

engage from further conversation if it gets a useless or
negative response.

Furthermore, the agent must team with a person by
both requesting cognitive and physical help to accom-
plish its goals and then by following the advice given.
The robots are impaired in reaching its goal by its lack
of knowledge, lack of effectors, and lack of sensing
acumen. Thus, they may ask for directions, help with
doors, and object identification. However, they should
be self-reliant when possible, not asking for help when
progress is still possible.

As a robot proceeds through the task, more immedi-
ate goals (e.g. getting directions to the elevator) control
behavior more than the spawning goal (e.g. finding the
desk), although safety takes precedence over all other
goals. Ideally, the robot should evaluate whether the
received directions will help it reach its goal with rea-
sonable time, cost, and certainty. However, the robot
may need to either implicitly trust the advice or infer
the speaker’s intent when possible. When the direc-
tions appear to contradict themselves or the robot’s par-
tial knowledge, it should ask for clarification or veri-



fication. When following directions, the user should
be able to override current actions at any time with a
“stop” command for safety. People are always regarded
as better judges of safety; just as the robots have “big
red switches” for emergency braking, users can always
halt the robot by saying “Stop!”

Finally, the robots are trying to understand speech
in an acoustically noisy environment. Therefore, the
robots’ natural language processing and route direction-
following software are complex. The robots must give
good feedback to what is heard, how it is interpreted,
and how external references are resolved. Moreover,
when the robots misunderstand speech, the user should
be able to correct the mistake.

Introduction to G RACE and GEORGE

The robots GRACE and GEORGEare a cooperative ef-
fort between Carnegie Mellon University, Naval Re-
search Laboratory, Metrica Inc., Northwestern Univer-
sity, and Swarthmore College [9]. The Naval Research
Laboratory team focused on the multi-modal, mixed-
initiative human robot interactions to get to the regis-
tration desk. This section overviews the hardware and
software capabilities of GRACE and GEORGE, pictured
in Figure 1.

GRACE and GEORGEare built on iRobot’s B21 and
B21R bases, respectively. Each has sensors including a
SICK laser range finder, sonars, and three cameras (see
1). The robots interact with people using speech and
animated facial expressions.

The robots’ speech is produced using
the Festival speech generation software
(www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival) and is syn-
chronized with the movements of the animated lips.
Human users may give spoken commands and natural
gestures. Each user has a Shure wireless micro-
phone that transmits audio, which is used as input
to IBM’s ViaVoice Speech Recognition software
(www.ibm.com/software/speech).

The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) team focused
on the multi-modal, mixed-initiative human robot inter-
actions to get to the registration desk. ViaVoice’s text
output is parsed and understood in context by NRL’s
Nautilus natural language understanding system [10].
Both robots can use either a stereo camera unit or SICK
laser range finder to recognize simple, directional ges-
tures.

Nautilus functions as the base natural language un-
derstanding software, transforming a raw text stream
into semantically marked information. Nautilus also
manages the dialog reactively, asking for repetition
when an utterance cannot be parsed. Nautilus also inte-
grates recognized gestures with concurrent speech and
asks for elaboration when it hears an incomplete utter-
ance, such as “Go over there.” without a gesture.

Figure 1: : GRACE (left) and GEORGE(right).

The route direction module manages the process of
seeking the goal by acquiring and following route di-
rections. The route direction module creates, man-
ages, and executes lists of directions by initiating and
managing conversations with people. Nautilus and the
route direction module are both context sensitive and
will combine information from previous utterances to
complete commands or descriptions that are otherwise
under-specified.

The computer-animated face, the process coordi-
nator, the route direction understanding and follow-
ing module, and several of the other task-level pro-
grams were written using the Task Description Lan-
guage (TDL). TDL is an extension of C++ that con-
tains explicit syntax to support hierarchical task decom-
position, task synchronization, execution monitoring,
and exception handling (see www.cs.cmu.edu/ TDL and
[8]).



Scripted Query Steered Follow-me Executing
Command

Sleep

Commands
executed
when heard

sleep sleep, switch
mode

simple
movement
commands,
sleep, mode
switch

stop stop, mode
switch,
movement

wake

Commands
executed
when verified

autonomy
switch, you
are there

Movement
commands

All others None None None

Other Com-
mands

All others
queued

All others
ignored

High-level
goals, com-
plex actions
ignored

All others
ignored

All others
ignored

All Others
ignored

Table 2:Autonomy modes:How and when route directions are followed by autonomy mode.

Adjustable Autonomy for G RACE and
GEORGE

One of the goals of the GRACE and GEORGEproject is
to interact naturally with people in conversation. The
robots speak and understand a limited natural language
grammar and the animated faces express the appropri-
ate emotions when the robots are lost, confused, or
achieve a goal. Still, on top of the ability to converse
and emote, to accomplish a complex task through fol-
lowing instructions requires an additional layer of social
intelligence. The robots must be able to interact flexi-
bly, politely, and robustly with the people they ask for
help. This section focuses on the autonomy architec-
ture choices and issues in getting and following route
directions.

Our team’s two robots, GRACE and GEORGE, im-
plemented five distinct autonomy levels. Based on the
degree of autonomy, the robots change which utter-
ances they respond to and how they respond. The five
direction-listening modes for GRACE and GEORGEare:
Sleep: Only respond to “wake up” commands.Follow-
Me: Maintain a constant distance, until told to do some-
thing else.Steered: Follow low-level commands imme-
diately as they are heard.Query: Ask for and execute
a single step toward the goal.Scripted: Ask for and
execute a series of directions toward the goal. Table 2
summarizes how the direction giver can interact with
the robots by listing how they respond to the various
direction types based on autonomy mode. This section
will detail these modes and the user- and robot-initiated
transitions among them.

Sleepis the simplest autonomy mode.Sleepmerely
waits for exactly one command, “wake up”. It is useful
for demonstrations and debugging to be able to have the
robots stop listening as you explain what is happening.

In Follow-Memode, the robots move, but do not have
much more autonomy than inSleep. The robots are

constrained to maintain a constant distance from the
speaker, following through the environment. The robots
will transition out of Follow-Me when given any ex-
plicit, simple movement command to the prior auton-
omy mode. Otherwise, the robots will stay inFollow-
Meuntil told to switch autonomy modes.

Steeredmode is intended to guide the robots on com-
plex routes through small-scale space. The robots will
immediately start executing a command when it is un-
derstood, overriding any current movement.Steered
mode was used, for instance, in one implementation of
getting into and out of the elevator, where the robots
must move quickly when the doors open. However, dur-
ing the competition we ended up using special sensory
observers and actions to ride the elevator.Steeredmode
could be useful in tight spaces where reaction time mat-
ters but obstacle avoidance is inadequate.

Querymode is the simplest mode in which the robots
directly act to accomplish their own goals instead of
waiting passively for instruction. In this mode, the
robots seek out help to get to their destination. When a
robot finds a person, it approaches and asks for the next
action to move it closer to its goal. After verifying the
direction, the robot thanks the person, and then attempts
to follow the directive. This may include higher-level
goals, such as moving to the end of the hallway or find-
ing an intermediate destination. After it has executed
the action, the robot wanders until it finds another per-
son and repeats the process. If the person cannot help,
the robot thanks them and finds someone else to ask for
help with its goal.

Scriptedmode is the default mode for GRACE and
GEORGE. In Scriptedmode, a robot will ask for and
follow a full series of route directions. In some ways,
the robot constrains its autonomy more in this mode,
since one speaker may more or less closely specify the
entire path to the goal. On the other hand, this queu-



ing of directions allows for more disconnected behavior
and results in less time spent in finding, approaching,
waiting for, understanding, and interrupting people.

In bothQueryandScriptedmodes, when the robots
are executing an action, they ignore further speech. This
is intended to reduce spurious utterances from any am-
bient noise. The only utterance a robot will respond to
while performing an action in these modes is “Stop!”
Thus, the robots can be verbally halted but will not be
distracted by other utterances when already busy.

Additionally, GRACE and GEORGEmay ask the user
to play different roles. Most of the time, the robots are
asking for directions. However, when a robot believes
it may have reached a destination, it verifies by asking a
human for confirmation. The robot may also ask for as-
sistance in accomplishing actions it lacks the actuators
to do, such as selecting floors on the elevator or open-
ing doors. The robot may also ask the human to point
to objects in the environment that it cannot recognize
so that it can associate a name with a cluster of cells in
an occupancy grid. The human may also explicitly con-
trol autonomy by telling the robot to switch autonomy
modes.

Route Direction Dialog Example
Suppose GRACE is in Scripted autonomy mode and
asks a human bystander, Mike, ”Excuse me, where is
the registration desk?” Mike responds,

Grace, go over there [accompanied by a ges-
ture somewhat to left].

Take the elevator to the ground floor.
Turn right.
There is a pillar in front of you.
Go behind the pillar.

After each sentence, Mike pauses and GRACE para-
phrases the last command. If it heard correctly, Mike
says the next sentence; if not, Mike says, “Grace, no,”
and restates the direction. At the end, either Mike will
indicate he’s done giving directions by saying “That’s
all,” or GRACE will ask if the speaker is done.

The directions are mapped to a representation some-
thing like:

Find ( ’Registration Desk ’):
Find ( ’Elevator’ ):

Go Obstacle ( 78◦).
Take Elevator ( ’ground floor’ ).
Turn ( −90◦).
Name Object( ’Front’,’pillar’ ).
Go Relative( ’pillar’, ’Behind’ ).

Under the top-level goal of finding the desk, there is
a sequence of five directions. The first is a goal to find
a intermediate destination, the elevator, which requires
an intermediate task, to go in the direction pointed.

After GRACE has finished listening to the route di-
rections, it will turn in the direction of the gesture.
GRACE will head in that direction, avoiding local ob-
stacles along the way, until it reaches an impasse. At
this point, it will examine the local area for typical el-
evators, and if it finds one, it will attempt to take the
elevator. If it does not see an elevator, it looks for some-
one to ask for directions to its current goal, the elevator.
The person may either give directions to the elevator or
point out where in the local environment the elevator
is. Thus, the robot will try to find the elevator using
the knowledge it was given and identify it on its own,
but falls back to asking for assistance when necessary.
More details on elevator finding and riding can be found
in [9].

Neither of our robots has arms or any other effector,
so both need a human elevator operator able to press
buttons and announce floors. Once the robot knows it
is in front of the elevator, it will ask for the elevator
to be summoned and wait for the doors to open. Once
inside, the robot will turn around and ask for the desti-
nation floor to be selected. Whenever the doors reopen,
GRACE will ask if it is on the correct floor.

Upon exiting the elevator, the sequence initiated by
the “take the elevator” imperative is complete and the
robot continues with the other directions. GRACE turns
to its right, looks for an obstacle to its front, labels the
best candidate “pillar”, and goes to the opposite site of
the object. Once it has completed these actions, it will
ask for help finding the desk again if it does not see the
desk.

Comparison to Other Approaches
GEORGE and GRACE adjust their autonomy primarily
by changing three aspects of their behavior: how proac-
tive they are in dialog, the type of goals they will accept,
and whether they use directions as advice for later nav-
igation or immediate execution. Thus, changes of au-
tonomy are at the policy level over classes of goals [6],
not at the organizational level on instances of goals [1].
Additionally, the robot asks for help in both scripted
and reactive situations, like [7]. Finally, there are some
issues of shared control [4], e.g. when a user points ap-
proximately but not directly at a hallway, the robot must
infer the correct behavior. The autonomy regime is most
like that proposed for the Vulcan wheelchair, with the
user able to give low-, medium-, and high- level com-
mands [3]. This work builds on top of previous Naval
Research Laboratory work on interpreting natural lan-
guage using the listener’s goal status as context [5].

Discussion
In competition, GRACE and GEORGE have relied pri-
marily on the Scripted autonomy mode, asking for and
following a series of directions. The ability to string



together several simple commands (“Turn around and
go forward”) and to receive new interim destinations
(“Take the elevator”) allows the robots to get more
progress toward their destination out of each success-
ful human/computer interaction. As the higher-level be-
haviors, such as hallway following, become more ro-
bust to the cluttered, crowded, and changing environ-
ment, the interactions with people will become shorter,
less frequent, and more natural. Another essential im-
provement is a better self-monitoring of success, with
the robot asking for help or falling back to default be-
haviors when an early step in a series of directions fails.

In 2002, GRACE successfully, if haltingly, completed
the Robot Challenge in Edmonton, Alberta [9]. GRACE
entered the front door, was directed down a hallway to
the elevator, waited for the doors, requested and veri-
fied the needed floor, and was directed around a large
impassable region to the registration desk. The 2003
robots were beset by hardware, software, and commu-
nications problems that illustrate the need for more user
visibility into the state of the system. Still, the robots
were directed down a hallway, up a ramp and through
a narrow doorway, and across an exhibition hall to the
desk.

Conclusions
The AAAI Robot Challenge requires a robot able to act
autonomously to achieve complex goals and to be able
to interact smoothly and naturally with people. GRACE
and GEORGEaccomplish a difficult task in a novel en-
vironment by asking for, understanding, and following
a set of route directions. By imitating the interactions
people use to solve similar problems, we aim for the
robots to literally walk up to the “man in the street,” and
get the help needed to overcome the robot’s ignorance
and physical or perceptual disabilities.

However, much work still remains for GRACE and
GEORGEto fully meet the Robot Challenge. The robots
need to be more robust to glitches in their software,
from speech recognition to navigation modules. They
also need to transition more intuitively between the
autonomy modes explained in this paper. However,
GRACE and GEORGE already illustrate one approach
for working with semi-autonomous robots for a diffi-
cult task. Additionally, in future runs, we would like
the robots to collaborate, which introduces a new set of
autonomy issues.
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